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FACTORS IN CROP PRODUCTION. 
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There are six ab olute essentials in the growing· of crops; namely, 
(1) The seed. 
(2) The h0rne, or lodging place. 
(3) The food. 
(4) The drink, or moisture. 
(5) The heat. 
(6) The light. 
Every plant of corn, oats, wheat, etc., requires each of these six 
and maximum crop yields are obr.ained when all of these factors exist 
perfectly balanced relation with ret=>pect to the needs of the growLng 
crop not being subjected to injm·y by weeds,insects,disea.se,etc. Any one of 
factors may limit the yield of a crop. Consequently, the true a·rt and 
of agriculture requires con ideration for every essential factor, injury 
plant also being guarded against. 
Poor seed will inevitably produce a poor crop. Good seed. is 
· important, but not more so than a suitable lodg-ing place for the plants; 
no matter how good the seed or how perfect the physical condition of the 
plants cannot grow without food and moisture and heat and light. 
the limiting factor-the factor which limits the crop yield--and then 
this limitation by providing. that essential in greater abundance or 
We may have light sufficient for a 200-bushel crop of corn, heat 
for a 200-bushel crop, and abundant rainfa.ll for a 200-bt;lshel crop, and yet 
soil, the home of the plant, may be so hard and compact and impe 
plant roots, so non-absorbent and non-retentive of moisture as to limit the 
to 20 bushels an acre, even with good seed and abundance of plant food; 
soil may be in perfect physical condition, furnishing the plants an . 
lodging place, with light, heat, and moisture provided in abundance 
200-bushel crop, and yet the supply of plant food, even of one element of 
food , may be so limited as to hold down the crop yield to 20 bushels an 
These are practical, scientific, agricultural facts . This eircular, No. 
by Professor Mosier, is designed to furnish to Illinois farmer sonif\ useful 
formation especiaily relating to soil physics and management. It i 
nary to more specific and technical bulletins which are to follow, giving 
detailed results of. experiments and invest~gations r elating to these subj 
THE PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS. 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE VALUE OF ORGANIC MATTER. 
BY J. G. MOSIER, ASSISTANT CHIEF IN SOIL PHYSICS. 
(For information concerning the origin of soil material, the 
trata of soil, and the constituents composing soils, the reader is 
referred to the Appendix.) 
ORGANIC MATTER. 
If a soil is examined closely it will be found to contain or-
nic material (fragments of plants), some of which can still be 
recognized readily as of vegetable origin, while the most of it has 
decomposed to such an extent that it has lost its vegetable struct-
ure and original chemical composition. ·organic matter in this 
latter form is called humus. 
This vegetable material is derived from various parts of 
plants, as roots, stems, and leaves, and has been incorporated in 
the soil by various agencie . This mixing of organic matter in 
the soil has been effected to some extent by insects, earthworms, 
and burrowing animals, all of which carry parts of plants into 
their underground homes, as well as bring some of the subsoil 
upon the surface where it is mixed with vegetable matter. But 
the chief manner in which this is introduced into the soil in a 
natural way is by the growth and death of roots, especially of the 
grasses and clovers. What a mass of roots form in a bluegrass 
or timothy sod! The same thing is true of the wild prairie grass-
es that once grew so abundantly on our prairie soils. These roots 
penetrated the soil to a depth of from ten inches to eighteen 
inches; and, as many new roots grew and died during each year, 
or series of years, a constant accumulation of organic matter was 
taking place. These dead roots, being cut off to a considerable 
extent from the oxygen of the air by the overlying soil and the 
moisture it contained, did not decompose as rapidly as the new ma-
oorial was added. On the higher ground whe:re the grass grew less 
luxuriantly and where decay was not hindered so much by a .large , 
moisture content in the soil, the organic matter content did not 
increase so rapidly and as a result the color of the top soil 
h brown or light brown. On the low ground, which was swampy 
for a large part of the year, the grasses grew more luxuriantly 
and the water largely prevented the decay of the dead plants. 
'the organic matter accumulated here; giving the soil a dark 
wn or black color. The timber soils of this state, except in 
ttom lands, are generally deficient in organic matter as shown 
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by the light, or almost white, color, while the prairie ·soils are 
brown or black. This difference in organjc matter content is 
largely due to the difference in vegetation found upon the two 
types. The organic matter in forests is added almost entirely to 
the surface of the soil in the form of leaves and broken twigs, 
and in a climate such as ours, complete decay is very likely to 
take place where vegetation is exposed to the air. Timber soils 
in this state usually have good natural drainage, and the removal 
of the water tends to aid decomposition, hence we find them very 
light in color. 
In many low places in the northern and north-central pa 
of the state, some soils are made up alrriost entirely of organic 
matter. These are called peaty soils when the organic matte 
content reaches twenty-five percent or more of the dry weight of 
the soil. These peaty soils were formed fr:om the growth of grass-
es, sedges, and moss under conditions of moisture that prevented 
the decay of the dead pl~nts. There are indications that nearly 
all of the peat of this state was formed from grasses and sedges, 
while that of colder regions is formed from moss. (Some 
moss peat is found in the extreme northern part of Illinois.) Peat 
moss requires a large amount of moisture for its growth, and the 
lower part of the plant dies as rapidly as the top grows, and this 
lower part being prevented from decaying by the moisture, may 
accumulate to a depth limited only by moisture and drainage. 
Peat from grasses and sedges is formed by the accumulation of 
the dead mat~rial, both roots and tops. 
Peaty soils vary in t,he amount of inorganic material that they 
contain. Under some conditions considerable amounts of clay, 
silt, or sand may be carried into these swamps by wind or water, 
or both, and as a result, soils will be formed with varying amounts 
of these constituep_ts. Peaty swamp land frequently require 
some special treatment to make the soil productive. (See Bul-
letin No. 93.) 
Good productive soils should contain from five percent tn 
ten percent of organic matter in the surface seven inches, or from 
fifty to one hundred tons in an acre. Soils with different physi 
comp.osition are likely to have different amounts of organic mat-
ter. Clay and silt soils tend to accumulate more organic matter 
than sandy or loose soils. This is because more pefect ventila-
tion or aeration will allow more rapid and more complete decay in 
sandy soils. Oxygen, the element that must. be present for d~ 
composition to take plac~, readily enters the loose sa~dy soil, bu 
is largely excluded from the finer, more compact clayey and sHty 
soils, so that decay goes on very slowly in these. The organic 
matter is th'e only variable constituent of soils. The amounts of 
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sand, silt, or clay are practically the same in the same soil for all 
time. Then the only way by which we may change the physical 
composition of our soils is by changing the amount of organic mat-
ter, and this tWe can do if we will. Very few sections of our state 
have such an over abundance of organic matter in the soils that 
itB maintenance may be neglected. At least half of the soils of the 
state need a larger amount of organic matter than they now con-
tain to render them productive to the highest degree. 
The value of organic matter lies in the fact that, chemically, 
is the primary source of soil nitrogen, and, physically, it gives 
the soils many important properties that they would not other-
possess and that are absolutely essential for large yields. 
(A) EFFECT OF ORGANIC MATTER ON TILTH OF 80IL- GRAN-
TION.- 8ome soils are crumbly or mellow, and when plowed 
furrow slice turns over loose and granular; while in others, 
silty or clayey soils, the plowed ground is likely to be 
, and heavy rain causes the soil to run together and bake 
dry. The one is in good tilth while the other is not. If the 
soil is examined it will be found to be made up of crumbs 
granules from the size of timothy seed to that of peas 1 formed 
loosely cementing a number of soil particles or a number of 
granules together. These crumbs vary in size in different 
and even in the same soil at different seasons. This texture 
pecular granular condition, is brought about by natural causes 
upon certain constituents of the soil and not by tillage, al-
tillage helps to bring about the condition sooner, as when 
ground is harrowed after a shower. The moisture develops 
friable condition, and the use of the harrow simply hastens the 
of nature. Without the shower it would have been almost 
'ble to get the ground into good shape. 
This granulation or crumbly condition is a necessary property 
silt and clay soils. If we ·take a handful of dust from the road 
find that it looks and feels quite different from a handful of dry 
soil from a well-managed field. The former is made up 
of incoherent soil particles, while the latter is made up of 
or crumbs of various sizes. Black clay loam, frequently 
"gumbo," the soil commonly found in low, flat prairies in 
Illinois, usually exhibits this property, while the brown 
loam of the rolling prairie shows it to a less extent. The 
clay soils of the river. bottoms sometimes go under the name 
"buckshot" land because of their granular character. This 
of granulation gives to a soil some of the advantages of 
sandy soil without its disadvantages, in that it makes it easier to 
and keep in good tilth, while it retains moisture and plant 
well. The size of these granules varies with the sol.l and the 
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length of time of exposure to the elements. They are larger in 
spring than later in the season. The summer and fall rains fre-
quently almost destroy them, and it may require a winter's freez-
ing and thawing to develop them again. It is generally recognized 
that the soil is in better condition for plowing after a cold winter, 
and this is undoubtedly due to the granular character developed 
by freezing. A cold winter may not be sufficient to restore thia 
condition after a very wet summer, as was seen in the spring 
1903 after the heavy rainfall of the summer of 1902 in central 
northern Illinois. The fact was generally recognized that the 
was not in good physical condition even after a winter almost 
cold as usual. 
Mr. R. C. Lloyd, while a senior student in this Uni 
made some interesting studies of the causes of granulation. 
found that organic matter was one of the chief constituents 
cerned, and that moisture (alternate wetting and drying) and 
(alternate freezing and thawing) were the principal agencies 
developing the property of granulation. Samples of the clay 
from the Mississippi River bottom in Illinois and the prairie 
silt loam from the University farm were used in his expe:rm1enrt~ 
The effect of freezing and thawing upon the latter soil was 
in a ditch six feet deep and eighteen inches wide, left open d 
the winter. By spring it was three feet deep and forty inches 
having been filled with the granules that were produced on 
si~es of the ditch by fr~ezing and thawing. In studying this 
it was found that the surface soil granulated much more reauHJ'•B 
and that the granules were of a different shape from those 
ed from soil of lower depths, in that they were more 
harder to break apart, did not run together. so readily when uro1r.ott2. 
was applied, and that when the granulated structure was 
it was again brought about by the action of water alone or of wa 
and frost. 
Plate I is a photograph of the ditch in the spring. Plate II 
a photograph of the granules from different depths. Figures 1, 
and 3, granules of surface, subsurface, and subsoil. Figures 
and 5, large granules of subsoil. Figure 6, the smaller gran 
formed from the larger by freezing and thawing. 
A sample of the bottom land clay was moistened, thorou 
worked, and molded into a ball. It was then frozen and 
alternately, for six different times, when it was found to con 
many broad, deep cracks. It wa.s then moistened and dried alter-
nately for three times, when the ball fell to pieces with granul-
ation perfect. 
Mr. Lloyd used the following experiment to show the effect 
of organic matter on granulation. Both soils were us~d in this 
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PLATE 1. DITCH I SPRING. 
PLATE 2. GRANLTLES OF DIFFERENT SIZES: 
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PLATE 3. EFFECT OF FREEZING AND THAWING ON THE SAME SOILS TREATED 
IN DIFFERENT WAYS. FIGS. 2 AND 5 WITH PART OF THE ORGANIC MAT-
TER LEACHED OUT. 
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PLATE 4. EFFECT OF FREEZING AND THAWING ON THE SAME SOILS AS IN 
3, BUT WITH THE ORGANIC MATTER RESTORED TO FIGS. 2 AND 5. 
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experiment, and were thoroughly puddled to destroy any granules 
that might exist. A ball was made of each kind of soil after be-
ing puddied, but with no further treatment. Another set of balls 
was made from the soils after the soluble salts had been leached 
out with hydrochloric acid, and still another after part of the or-
ganic matter had been leached out by first leaching with a one 
percent solution of hydrochloric acid and then with dilute ammon-
ia. After freezing and thawing twice, the balls were as shown in 
Plate III. Figure 1 is the ball of untreated brown silt loam, 
and Figure 6 the bottom land clay. Figure 3 is the brown silt 
loam leached with acid, and Figure 4 the bottom land clay. Fig-
ure 5 is the brown silt loam leached with ammo~ia, and Figure 2 
the bottom land clay. From Plate III it is seen that those balls 
from which the organic matter had been partially extracted were 
affected but little, while the others were broken up into granules. 
The organic matter that had been extracted was then thorough!y 
mixed with the soil from which it had been removed, and 
balls formed from this were frozen and thawed twice. They broke 
up into granules just as the untreated soil had done. Plate IV, 
Figures 3 and 6, show the silt loam and bottom land clay, respec-
tively, that have had the organic matter replaced and been frozen 
Figures 1, 2, 5, and 6 show where lime has been added 
but llttle effect. From these experiments and from many 
observations, it is evident that organic matter forms one of 
most important constituents in producing the good tilth that 
is necessary for good soils to possess. 
(B) . EFFECT OF ORGANIC MATTER ON MOISTURE CONTENT 
SorLs.-Every one knows how important it is to havt a plen-
supply of moisture for the growing crop, but few realize the 
of organic matter in maintaining the supply in time of 
ght. The organic matter acts as a sponge. Its effects upon 
ture content are evident in two ways, (1) in the increased sto-
capacity and absorbent power for water, and (2) in prevent-
evaporation by its retentive power and by allowing a more 
surface mulch than could otherwise be formed. Sand per-
of rapid percolation with comparatively small amounts of 
water retained. If different amounts of organic matter are added 
to the sand, the quantity of water retained increases with the in-
crease of organic matter. Table 1 shows the effect of this consti-
tuent upon the retention of water. Peat was used in tht: experi-
ment, and this and the different mixtures of sand and peat were 
placed in tubes two inches in diameter and eighteen inches long. 
The same amount of water was then added to each. After perco-
lation ceased, the amount of water retained by one hundred grams 
of the mixture is shown in the table. 
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Coarse sand ................................... : 
Coarse sand with 5 % peat . . ................ . . . 
Coarse sand with lO % peat .................... . 
Coarse sand with 20 % peat .................... . 
Peat ... . . .... .................. · ; ··· ........... . 
It will be seen from this that a few tons of manure per 
will appreciably affect the water-holding capacity of the soil. 
eight tons were added, this would be equivalent to at least 
tons of dry matter. Since manure is very similar to peat in 
water-holding power, these two tons will be capable of 
about four tons of water in the soil, or will increase the water 
pacity of the surface soil nearly five-tenths percent. 
At one of the experiment fields in England two plots of · 
lar soil had been growing wheat for twenty-five years. One 
nothing added in the way of manures or fertilizers, while the 
had an annual application of fourteen tons of farm manure 
acre. After a long continued rain, the moisture content of 
first was 29.9 percent, while in the second it was 60.2 
showing slightly more than 30 percent in favor of the field con-
taining the larger amount of organic matter. 
Evaporation takes place quite rapidly from the surface 
compact soils where the particles are in close contact with 
other. The moisture moves as a thin film around the soil parti-
cles, but can only move when these particles are in contact. H 
this chain of soil particles is broken at any place movement of 
water in that direction must cease. A compact soil furnishes' 
great number of these continuous chains by which the moisture 
passes to the surface, where it is evaporated. If the soil is stir-
red or loosened in any way, very many of these lines are broken 
a less amount of water moves to the surface, and as a result evap-
oration is retarded. 
The water, then, can be best retained in the soil by maintain-
ing a loose layer on the surface, thus breaking capillary move-
ment. Cultivation is necessary in order to do this, but it .is much 
easier to maintain this mulch in some soils than in others. It is 
not difficult to maintain a mulch in sandy oils, but in silt~r and 
clayey soils it is more difficult. Every beating rain destroys the 
granules, compacts the surface, and, unless the soil is in good 
tilth, the mulch must be renewed at the very first opportunity tAJ 
prevent excessive loss of moisture. A large amount of organic 
matter in a soil tends to keep it loose· and granular, and a mulch 
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may be kept with less ' difficulty in such a soil than in soils with 
less organic matter. 
(c) EFFECT OF ORGANIC MATTER ON ''RUNNING TOGE-
THER" ·oF SOILS.-The complaint is often made that soils "run 
rogether" and bake after every heavy rain. This is often true of 
fine-grained silty or clayey soils, but not of sandy ones. It is due 
ro the breaking up of the soil granules into their individual parti-
cles by the beating of the rain drops, and this produces a puddled 
condition of the surface which, when dry, forms a hard crust 
through which the young plants can pass or force their way only 
with great difficulty. The crust being so mew hat impervious to air, 
the growth of the crop may be hindered by lack of aeration. The 
roots of growing plants ·require oxygen, as do also the bacteria of 
the soil that carry on the process of nitrification, producing ni-
trates for plant growth. A crust on the surface when corn is 
young soon causes it to become yellow, indicating a lack of nitro-
gen, probably due to the fact that nitrifying bacteria are unable 
ro carry on their work properly for want of oxygen. A crustal-
so causes a loss of moisture by increasing evaporation, the soil 
having been so compacted by the rain that the soil particles have 
been brought into close contact with each other and continuous 
capillary connection has been established, so that the water now 
may pass rapidly to the surface, where it is evaporated. 
''Running together" may be largely prevented by increasing 
the amount of organic matter. This cements the soil particles 
rogether into granules, holding them so firmly that only the 
hardest rains break them down, and furnish the puddled condi-
tion necessary for the formation of a crust. Every one ·has seen 
the effect of an old strawstack or manure heap on the soil. 
Places where these have been are always mellow when cultivated, 
because of the organic matter contained in them. Every soil 
hould contain enough organic matter so that it will not ''run to-
gether" except with the heaviest rains, and even then not so as 
ro interfere seriously with the ordinary physical phenomena of 
the soil. 
(D) EFFECT OF ORGANIC MATTER ON WASHING OF SOILS. 
Wherever land is not level and the rainfall is greater than can 
be absorbed, more or less washing occurs. The amount depends 
upon the physical composition and texture of the soil, the extent 
and slope of the surface, the presence or absence of vegetation, 
and the character and amount of the rainfall. 
A very gravelly or sandy soil that allows the water to pass 
downward readily is not likely to wash badly, for the reason that 
very little water runs off by surface drainage even on a consider-
able slope. If, however, the soil is a silty or clayey one, it will 
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absorb water very slowly, and a large amount will run off and 
carry with it the best soil. The water naturally seeks the lowest 
places and the large volume of water is sufficient to do a great 
deal of washing, and soon deep gullies will be formed that will 
render the land worthless for ordinary agricultural purposes. 
When soils are likely to wash, an ounce of prevention is 
worth many pounds of cure. The best remedy is a preventive 
one. This applies especially to the formation of gullies on hill-
sides, by which a farm may be completely ruined in a very few 
years. When these ditches are small they may be filled with rub-
bish that wiJl check the current of water and cause the sediment 
to be deposited there, which will result in the filling of the ditch. 
The general washing that takes place from the surface of all hilly 
and even slightly rolling land should be looked after as well. 
This washing removes the best soil and lowers the productive ca-
pacity of very large areas of land in .fllhwis. Much of this was 
not of the best to begin with and the removal of the thin top soil 
·has rendered many trp,cts almost worthies~. Silt and clay soils 
are much more Bable to wash than sandy ones, because the par-
ticles are sm·aller, consequently more easily carried by water; 
and, as these soils do not a·bsorb the rainfall readily, because the 
pores are small, so there is more water to run off, While it i 
impossible to change the inorganic constituents of soils to any 
appreciable extent, yet they may be treated in such a way as tA> 
change the texture in a few years. This may be done by incor-
porating organic matter in them. The partially decayed ma-
terial cements the soil particles into granules or grains, giving 
it somewhat the porosity and looseness of a sandy soil. 
The granules thus formed are too large to be carried readily. 
When in this condition~ water will be absorbed rapidly, and· if 
deep plowing is practiced, the ground will be in condition to ab-
sorb a heavy rainfall. It is estimated that ten inches of loose 
soil will .absorb two inches of rainfall. A large supply of organ-
ic matter should be maintained, if possible, by growing legumes 
and cover crops. In fact a soil that i~ liable to wash badly should 
never pass tlirough the winter without a cover crop. The roots 
will hold the soil particles together, and the top will prevent 
rapid surface currents from forming. 
(E) EF!i-,ECT OF ORGANIC MATTER ON TEMPERATURE OF 
SoiLS.-It is a well-known principle that dark surfaces absorb 
the sun's heat, while white surfaces reflect it. Our choice of cloth-
ing, dark in winter and light in summer, is an application of 
this principle. As a general rule the more organic matter a soil 
contains the darker it is, and ·this makes it a poor reflector of 
heat, but a good absorber of it. Consequently, dark or black 
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soils become warmer than those of the same. physical coin position 
but lighter in color. Experiments have been tried in which the 
surface of a soil has been blackened with soot and the same soil 
whitened with lime. During the day the blackened soil was from 
2o to 5o warmer than the whitened soil at a depth of six inches. 
A similar experiment has been tried by the writer, the soil used 
being a light-colored gray silt loam. On the surface of one lot 
~f soil about one-fourth inch of black loam was scattered so as to 
cover completely the light colored soil. The same conditions as to 
~oisture were maintained. Thermometers were placed in each 
110il so that the bulbs were one, two, and four inches beneath the 
urface, with the resulps as given in Table 2. 
TABLE 2.- EFFECT OF COLOR OF SOIL ON TEMPERATURE. 
LIGHT. DARK. LIGHT. DARK. LIGHT. DARK. 
1 inch 1 inch 2 inches 2 inches 4 inches 4 inche 
Time. below below below below below below 
surface. surface. surface. surface. surface. surface. 
11 A.M. 78° F. 82° F: 74° F. 75° F. 69° F. 70.5° F. 
12M. 81 86.5 77.5 81 73 75.5 
1 P.M. 83 91 80 86 7fl.5 81 
2P. M. 85 92 81.5 88 78.5 84 
3P. M. 86 91 82 88 80 . 86 
4P. M. 85 89 82 I 88 Rl 87 
5P. M. 81.5 85 81 86 81 86 
By comparing the above figures it will be seen that the dark 
10lored soil is much warmer than the other, the greatest differ-
ltlCe being eight degrees for one inch below the surface and six 
.egrees for two and four inches. This difference in tempera-
Aire noticeably affects the germination and growth of plants. 
l'he difference between times of germination on light and dark 
ioils is a matter of common observation. In spring when corn 
begins to come up the rows . may be seen sooner upon the low, 
Mack soil than upon the higher, lighter colored soils, pro-
vided the conditions of moisture are about the same for 
~h. This is usually attributed to the fact that the black soil is 
the richer, but the amount of plant food in the soil has very little 
~do with the growth of corn up to the time when it may be seen 
in rows. . It will reach this s t a g e in pure sand devoid of any 
plant food. Careful experiments which we have carried on under 
~ntrolled conditions have clearly demonstrated that germination 
8 more rapid in dark soils than in light colored soils. 
That organic matter plays a mor'e important part as a soil 
aonstituent than is generally supposed is evident. It is clearly 
~pparent that many do not fully realize the value to the soil of 
Piaintaining the supply of this essential constituent. A ''run 
~ . 
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down" farm in Illinois is frequently land that has been 
till a large part of its organic matter has been destroyed, lea 
the soil in a very poor physical condition. Sometimes this is 
only difficulty,although usually soils deficient in organic matter 
also found to be poor in nitrogen and in phosphorus. The 
remedy for the physical condition is to furnish the soil with 
needed organic matter, thus bringing back the condition of 
tilth that is absolutely necessary for properly carrying on the 
physical processes. It is a deplorable fact that large amounts ef 
vegetation, such as· straw and corn stalks, are burned every yfJ&f 
upon land that is in sore need ·of organic matter. In the wheU 
region of the southern part of the state 'burning ·straw is qui• 
common in some sections, and thus the land is deprived of a large 
amount of organic matter that could be turned back to the soil 
with considerable profit. In central Illinois corn stalks are con-
sidered a necessary evil, and the easiest way to get rid of them is 
thought to be the best; but we forget that when stalks are burned 
we are destroying one of the most valuable constituents of our soils. 
The only excuse that can be offered' for burning stalks or stubble 
is to kill insects that are injurious to some of our crops. With 
this object in view, th e burning of such materials may sometimes 
be justifiable.' 
Farm manure furnishes only a limited':"!-amount of organic 
matter when we consider the amount of land that needs it. One 
of the largest sources of this constituent should be the growing 
of green manures--rye, buckwheat, rape, and legumes, such as 
clovers, cowpeas, or soy beans. The clovers are especially use-
ful, being biennial or perennial plants and nitrogen gatherers. 
The roots penetrate deeply into the subsoil, thus promoting ae-
ration and percolation, besides bringing plant)ood to the surface 
and taking a supply of nitrogen from the air. 
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APPENDIX 
LINES OF SOIL WORK. 
A ·thorough knowledge of soils can be obtained only by stwiy-
ing them along two lines, chemical and phy~cal. The chemical 
study of soils has to do with the amcunt and availability of the 
different elements of fertility contained in them, the kinds and 
quantities of plant food required by different plants, and the 
methods of maintaining or increasing the supply of these plant 
food elements in soil. The physical comprises a study of physiJ 
al or mechanical compo ition,. of texture and its improvement, of 
moisture and its movement, of tem.{Jerature and its control, of 
eration,and of soil management. The physical side of soils is 
· eluded under Soil Physics. 
ORIGIN OF SOIL MATERIAL. 
Soils are made up of small particles of different kinds of min-
rals mixed with more or less organic matter. These small min-
ral particles were originally formed by the breaking down of 
ocks through the agencies -of weathering and decomposition. · 
hese include a variety of forces that do their work under differ-
nt conditions but all produce the same ultimate effect, that of 
hanging solid rock into fine material that may become the home 
f plants. 
One of the most common physical agents is that of tempera-
ure, whjch does its work in two ways: (1) by the freezing of wa-
r contained in rocks and (2) by changes in temperature produc-
ng an increase or decrease in volume. 
All rocks contain more or less water, and when this water 
eezes it expands and exerts enormous pressure-about one ton 
the square inch . . This would be sufficient to shatter most rocks 
frozen when the pore space was completely filled. As it is, the 
panding water or ice breaks many rocks into pieces, and weak-
ns others so that the repeated freezing is enabled to accomplish 
hat a single freeze could not do. These small pieces are acted 
pon in the same way until they are reduced to material that will 
rm soil. 
It is common knowledge that a substance expands when heat-
and cop.tracts when cooled. This change of temperature and 
nsequent increase or decrea;se in volume takes place on the 
rface most readily, anP. the strain thus produced in rocks is 
metimes sufficient to cause pieces to scale off, and even when 
is does not occur the rock is weakened so that other forces 
ay do more effective work. 
When a sufficient amount of this fine material is formed for 
e growth of plants, especially shrubs and trees, the roots pene-
ate the crevices 'in rock and by their growth pry off fragments, 
hich are broken. down by other agencies. 
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All rocks have more or less water passing through them, 
however slowly it may be. This water frequently dissolves out 
the more soluble material, which is often the substance that ce-
ments the crystals or particles of the rock together. This leaves 
it very loosely cemented, and other agencies soon reduce it to 
sand or other smaller particles. Rocks are made up of a num-
ber of minerals such as quartz, mica, feldspar, calcite, etc. Water 
containing oxygen and some other substances may have the power 
of decomposing or changing these minerals into other minerals. 
These may be more bulky than the firs-t and tend to rupture the 
rock, or they may be softer and will be acted upon more rapidly 
by atmospheric agencies. 
In some or all of these different ways rocks are broken down 
into particles of various sizes. These do not always remain 
where they ·are formed, but may be transported by wind or water 
and in their movement help to wear down solid rock or grind 
stones, gravel, or sand into still finer material. The wind aidsin 
soil forming by driving the sand against hard surfaces, gradually 
wearing them away. The wind is also a distributing agent for 
soil material, picking up the fine dust and carrying it for some 
distance. In this way soils have been formed over large areas 
and others have been modified over still larger areas. Even in 
our state it is believed that much of the soil known as loess ha 
been largely if not entirely formed by the action of wind. 
Running water is also a ·very important agent in the forma-
tion and distribution of soil material. During heavy showers 
more or less water runs off the surface and coarse or fine parti-
cles are moved, depending upon the volume and velodty of the 
moving water. Even on comparatively level areas some move-
ment of soil material takes place, but it is in the ravines, gullies, 
and streams that the greatest amount of work is done by thi 
agent. The volume and velocity of the water in many streams 
is sufficient to move all sizes of material, even to boulders weigh-
ing tons, and the crushing and grinding that goes on during the 
movement of these boulders, gravel, and sand is 'enormous. The 
finely ground up material as well as that washed in by streams 
is carried by the larger creeks ·and rivers and finally deposited, 
forming flood plains along their courses, or deltas at their mouths. 
Glaciers have also been excee~i.ngly ~mportant agents in the 
formation and distribution. of soil material. While they are usual-
ly confined to arctic or mountainous regions, yet in times past, 
glaciers in the form of moving ice sheets hundreds of feet thick 
came down from the north, covering nearly all of the United 
States north of the Ohio and east of the Missouri Rivers, extend-
ing as far south as the Ozark Ridge in our own state, and cover-
ing all the rest of Illinois except the northwest corner and possi-
bly a small area in Calhoun county. As this ice sheet advanced 
from the north, it picked up, pushed and carried along. with it 
rocks of all sizes, shapes, and kinds. These, ground and crush-
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ed against each other and upon the surface over which they pass-
ed, formed immense amounts of fine material, which, together 
with the sand, gravel, and stones, was deposited when the ice 
melted. If the front edge of the ice sheet melted as rapidly as 
the glacier advanced the material was deposited as a ridge where 
the edge melted, and after the glacier bad disappeared this ridge 
marked the terminus or limit of the glacier. These ridges or 
moraines, are familiar objects in our state. The soil material 
formed by glaciers is a mixture from all kinds of rocks. It fur-
nishes some of our best soils. 
By means of the agencies briefly referred to above, the land 
has been covered with a layer of material of varying thickness 
but extending to bedrock, the upper part of which we designate 
as soil. In some places this layer is hundreds of feet thick, 
while in others the solid rock is still exposed. In such places 
either sufficient time has not elapsed for the agencies to form a 
soil since the present conditions came about, or the .;oil material 
has been removed by wind and water. 
THE STRATA OF THE SOILS. 
Most soils have two natural divisions as to depth, the top soil 
and the subsoil. 
The top soil varies in depth . with the soil type, usually be-
ing from six inches to twenty inches deep. It is frequently a 
little coarser in physical composition than the subsoil, because 
the finest particles are carried away by running water, and, fur-
thermore, as water percolates downward through this soil, 'these 
finer particles have a tendency to move down with it, and some 
fine material is thus carried down into the subsoil. The color of 
the top soil varies with the type, but depends largely upon the 
amount of organic matter or iron or both. The organic matter is 
the more common, and gives to soils a black or brown color. Iron 
compounds usually give a reddish brown color very much like · 
iron-rust. 
The top soil is very properly divided into the surface soil 
and the subsurface soil, as indicated in the diagram: 
Strata 
of 
Soil . 
r 
j 
L 
jl Extending to the plow line or 
about 7 inches. · I Surface Top soil r Extending from the plow line j to the sub oil 1 ine usually Subsurface 1 indicated by change in col-1l1 or: texture, and physical l composition. 
Subsoil j Extending from the subsoil line to unknown 
(depths, but usually sampled to depth of 40 inches. 
The surface soil extends as deep as the ground is plowed, 
which is usually not more than seven inches. This is the soil 
that the farmer knows most about, and it is this that be can and 
does change in composition most readily by adding vegetable ma-
terials, manures, and fertilizers. This is the part that requires most 
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careful management, as it is the most important -part 
in develo-pment of plant food, in germination of seeds, and in 
of crops, since it is largely concerned in absorption and retent,Joru 
moisture, aeration, and temperature. It is commonly the 
part of the soil, because of its larger organic matter content. 
The subsurface soil lies between the surface soil and the 
soil, or between the plow line and the subsoil line, where the 
of physical com-position, texture, or color indicates the bei~IrrniDI 
of the subsoil. This change varies in depth with the soil type, 
in most Illinois soils it is from 16 to 1 inches from the cnn•TOI>ft ... 
the ground, thus making the subsurface layer about 9 to 11 
thick. In physical composition it differs but little from the 
face soil except that it contains somewhat less organic matter, 
constituent diminishing with depth. The color of the subs 
soil is often very similar to that of the surface. It varies 
the type, but depends primarily upon the amount of organic 
ter and iron present. There are some places where the top 
is only 6 or 8 inches dee-p, and rests directly upon the ubsoil. 
such cases there is no subsurface stratum, as the plow line 
the subsoil line coincide. 
The subsoil extends usually from 18 or 20 inches to unknown 
depths. It is commonly sampled for analysis to a depth of 4() 
inches, or one meter. The color is usually yellow, and the sut). 
soil is frequently s-poken of as'' clay, "although it commonly contains 
much more silt than clay. The -physical composition of the subsoil is 
frequently different from the to-p soil in that it contains more of the 
finer soil particles that have been carried downwards from the soil 
above by precolating water. It generally contains only a small 
amount of organic matter. The character of the subsoil is of very 
great importance, for upon that, to a large degree, depends the 
drought-resisting power of the soil. If the subsoil is coarse sand or 
gravel the water will pass through it and cannot be drawn back by 
capillarity and so is lost to the crop, which will suffer from 
drought in consequence. If, however, the subsoil is silty or clay-
ey, a large amount of water will be retained in it and much of 
what passes to lower depths will be brought up within reach of 
the roots by capillarity. Subsoils sometimes contain a iayer of 
impervious material such as compact clay, carbonate of lime, or 
oxide of iron, which is commonly called hard pan. This is very 
objectionable if within three feet of the surface. since it prevents 
the upward and downward movement of water and the deep 
penetration of plant roots. The crops on level hardpan land suf-
fer from much rain because the water cannot get down through 
this to drain away, and they suffer from drought because the 
water below this layer cannot be brought up through it by capil-
larity. A semi-impervious hardpan is quite common in the south-
ern part of this state, north of the Ozark Ridge. This hardpan 
is compact silty clay containing iron. It can probably be greatly 
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improved by tile drainage and a liberal use of deep-rooting crops 
such as red clover. · 
CONSTITUENTS OF SOILS. 
r Inorganic 
I Ulay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .001 mm. *and less. 
I Silt ..... . ............. 001 mm. to .03 mm. 
i Sand ... : ....... . ..... .03 mm. to 1 mm. Soil 
Constituents. 
1
1 Matter Gravel. .............. 1 mm. to 32 mm. 
l Stones... ............ 32 mm. and over. 
Organic 
l Matter { Comprising undecomposed and partially decompose.d vegetable material. 
* 25 millimeters equal 1 inch. 
INORGANIC MATTER. 
The constituents of soils include two general classes, (1) in-
organic and (2) organic. The inorganic form the basis of soils 
and are named not with reference to chemical composition, but 
cording to the size of the individual particles. These comprise 
he following five classes of material: (1) clay, (2) silt, (3) sand, 
4) gravel, and (5) stone . (See diagram.) · .These, as explained 
•hove, are the product of broken-down rocks. 
(1.) Clay- The smallest particles found in soils, those less 
than . 001 millimeter, or 1-25000 of an inch in diameter, go under 
the name of clay. These extremely small particles are chiefly 
kaolin, the hydrated silicate of aluminum formed largely from the 
eathering and alteration of feldspars. Clay possesses certain 
roperties that are characteristic, as shrinkage upon drying, plas-
'city, puddling, and granulation. 
Shrinkage of soils containing considerable clay is well shown 
certain low or flat lands. During dry weather cracks form in 
e ground a foot or two in depth and sometimes even an inch or 
ore in width at the top. The presence of organic matter is res-
nsible for part of the shrinkage. By the formation of these 
acks the roots of plants are broken and avenues opened for 
eater evaporation. As these cracks are caused by the drying 
ut of the soil, the maintenance of a good mulch will prevent ex-
ssive cracking. The amount of shrinkage of clay and clay mix-
with different proportions of sand has been determined by ex-
riment. Bricks were made from moistened soil and measured 
fore and after drying. 
Table 3 gives the results of this experiment. 
TABLE 3.- SHOWING SHRINKAGE OF CLAY AND CLAY WITH SAND. 
y soil... . . . . . . . . ........... . 
ay soil with 10 % sand ......... . 
y soil with 20 % sand ..... . .. . 
ay soil with 50% sand ......... . 
Percent of 
shrinkage. 
13.8 
13.4 
12.1 
9.2 
Amount of shrink-
a.ge in a linear foot. 
.i.t:i5 inches 
1.60 inches 
1.45 inches 
1.10 inches 
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One of the first steps in the manufacture of any wares froar 
clay is the thorough working or kneading of the clay so as 
break down any granules that exist into their ultimate particl 
This is called puddling the clay. This will enable the clay worker 
to make fine-grained, close-textured wares, impervious to air and 
water. Puddling clay soils is just the thing that should be avoid· 
ed in the mCLnagement of soils of this class. Plowing or working 
when too wet is likely to·destroy the granules and thus puddle the 
soil. It is then impervious to water and will bake very hard 
when it becomes dry anq._ thus become unfavorable to the growth 
of crops. It is difficult to restore the granular condition, btU 
this may be developed by the action of frost although it may re-
quire several years to completely restore it. 
Clay is plastic; that is, it can be molded into different shapes 
and pressed into thin leaves and will retain these shapes when 
dried. Its plasticity depends upon its tenacity. This tenacity 
renders it much more difficult to plow than sandy soils. The par-
ticles tend to hang together and were it not for the property of 
granulation (see page 3), it would be almost impossible to culti-
vate such soils. Although clay soils when dry are the lightest 
with the exception of the peaty soils, when equal volumes are 
compared, yet they are called "heavy" soils, from the difficulty 
in working them. (See weight of soils p. 22.) 
Clay never forms the entire soil ~s there is always more or 
less silt and even fine sand mixed with it, that was deposited by 
the same agency that formed the soil. When well drained, a 
clay soil is usually one of our best although it will not dry out so 
quickly after a rain or warm up so rapidly in spring as a sandy 
one. It retains moisture well, so well in fact that it is apt to be 
considered a cold, wet soil; but it can only be so called when not 
well drained. Although not so common as silt soils, yet clay loams 
and clay soils are frequently found in the bottom lands of the 
larger streams of the state and in the low, poorly drained areas 
of the Upper and Middle Illinoisan and Wisconsin Glaciations (see 
Circular 64). These soils may readily be distinguished by their 
plasticity, their tenacity or stickiness when wet, and their "gum. 
bo" character. In many localities the word "gumbo" is applied 
to them. They possess one very important property-that of 
granulation. 
(2.) Silt-The grade of particles next coarser than clay is 
called silt and this is perhaps the most abundant soil constituent. 
It very frequently goes under the name of clay, especially when 
lacking in organic matter. The particles are very small, ranging 
from .001 to .03 millimeter, or from 1-25000 to 3-2500 of an inch 
in diameter, Pure silt is not sticky or pla tic like clay (but the 
individual particles are too small to be seen with the naked eye or 
to be distinguished by feeling with the fingers). Silt forms a 
very large part of the sediment of murl.dy streams. Silty soils 
are very common and it .is probably true that at least two-thirds 
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of the soils of the state are silty soils or soils in which the larger 
part of the constituents is silt, although there is always more or 
less clay and sand present. From the nature of the origin of soil ma-
terial the constituents would necessarily be mixed to a certain ex-
tent, but wind and water acting upon these, later, would sort them . 
in favorable localities so that almost pure clay, silt, or sand soils 
would be formed. The brown, rolling prairie soils of central and 
northern Illinois and the gray soil of southern Illinois are good 
examples ·of silty soils. These soils require a little more care in 
management than light or sandy soils. The particles are small 
and tend to form compact soils which are "heavier" to work than 
sandy O:t;les. In silty soils there is a tendency for the particles to 
run together and bake after heavy rains, especially if deficient in 
organic matter. When in good tilth they are easy to cultivate, 
retain moisture well, are easily drained, and form some of the 
world's most productive soil . 
(3 .) Sand- Sand is very properly divided into coarse, me-
dium, and fine, the size ranging from .03 millimeter or about 1-
750 of an inch to 1 millimeter or 1-25 inch. The individual 
grains even of fine sand can be distinguished by most people with 
the naked eye or by rubbing between the fingers. Sand may be 
compo ed of several minerals, chief among which are quartz, 
feldspar, mica, and iron oxides. Quartz is by far the most com-
mon, probably forming. more than nine- tenths of the sand of our 
soils. Sand alone does not usually contain an abundance of plant 
food because of the leaching effect of water, but the soil is so po-
rous that roots will reach out much farther than in more compact 
soils. When liberal applications of farm manure are made good 
crops of corn or vegetables may be grown. If considerable 
amounts of the finer soil constituents are mixed with the sand, 
together with organic matter, an excellent soil results. The sand 
present in such a soil destroy to a large extent the tenacity or 
tendency to stick together, which the finer constituents possess. 
Those who work such soils recognize the fact that they work 
more easily than those made up of silt and clay, and hence the 
term "light" soil is applied to them. These soils are usually 
heavy when we take weight into account. If we take a cubic foot 
of sand soil when dry and compare its weight with the same bulk 
of a dry silt or clay soil, it will be found that the sandy soil actu-
ally weighs more than the other. The following table will show 
the differences in weight. Three hundred cubic centimeters of 
each were used without compacting. 
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TABLE 4.-SHOWING COMPARATIVE WEIGHT OF SOILS CONTAINING DIF-
FERENT AMOUN'l'S OF SAND. 
Soil 
Sand ........ . ............... .... . . 
Loamy sand .................. . ... . 
Sandy loam ................ . ..... . 
Loam ............................ . 
Silt loam .. ....................... . 
Clay .................. . .......... . 
Approximate amoun 
of sand in soil. %. 
100 
86 
75 
5f) 
40 
10 
500 
476 
426 
402 
362 
325 
Sandy soils warm up early in the spring making them very 
desirable for early truck crop , as in market gard.ening. Evapor 
ation from the sudace of a soil tends to keep it cool. In 
soils tbe water passes down and is carried away by drainage, 
paratively small amounts being lost by evaporation. The 
heat that is required to evaporate the moisture from a finer 
grained soil is used in sandy soils for raising the temperature. 
Differences of from one to two weeks in maturity of crops fre. 
quently are noticeable between a very sandy soil and a clay or sil 
soil. 
(4.) Gravel-Thi includes particles from 1 millimeter orl-25, 
of an inch to 32 millimeters or about lt inches in diameter. Gravel 
when alone is worthless a a soil because of the fact that waoor 
passes through it very readily, leaching out the plant .food and 
leaving the soil destitute, or at least very deficient in both noUI'l 
ishment and moisture. When the finer .constituents are presen~ 
some gravel makes the soil more porous and consequently more 
easily drained, aerated, and worked; and it is not a yery undesirable 
constituent unless too coarse, and present in too large quantiti 
(5.) Stones- When the rocks are broken down, many of the 
more resisting fragments remain, and when these are more than 
32 millimeters (li inches) in diameter, the term stone is applied 
them. There is only a small amount of stony soil in the state and 
while it is inferior 1n some respects, yet it is not worthless. I 
value, however, depends upon the amount of the other 
ents present, the slope of the surface, and the size of the s 
Even a large number of stones does not :qecessarily render 
soil worthless, especially if there is considerable fine sand, silt, 
clay to give it retentive power for plant food and moisture. 
